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 Features: Make one or many backup images from your existing files and folders Save unlimited number of copies of a single
backup image and manage them using free-to-try Support multi-OS, multi-user and multi-device Each backup image can be

restored to any of the files/folders with any of the restore locations Support all the commonly used file system and file system
restoration types Do not require special knowledge or complicated options Reliable Rely on complete and regular backups to not
lose your existing data Advanced restore features for enterprise environments Keep your data safe even during network crashes
Carry your data to other locations Resume interrupted file restores Support for ISO and Microsoft Windows MSIs Unlimited

data disk space Support all major Linux file systems including ext3/ext4, xfs, reiserfs, btrfs Support for Windows NTFS
Support for FAT32 Support for CIFS Support for FTP Integrated with the Explorer and Syncthing Support for many famous

backup image formats including S3/S3a, Google Cloud Storage, Amazon S3, OneDrive, Mega, FTP, NAS backup format, ZIP,
RAR, 7z, BZIP2, CBR and CBZ Support all popular Windows backup tools including Windows' built-in Backup tool, Virtual
CloneDrive (VCD), Windows Live Sync and Microsoft's Backup and Restore (MBR/MBP) Compatible with old versions of

Windows Efficient and fast Low resource requirement No need to download big files in both the restoration and backup High
performance for hard disks with up to 2TB capacity Easy to use and intuitive Support multi-thread Originally I was going to just

package some of the fixes I have made into a utility. However, I was thinking about not creating a free tool for this as I would
rather have something that supports my company's servers and employees (and that they can use on their own systems). I've

already thought about and made some offerings that fall under this category. A way to make a product that uses the free features
from this utility, but with a commercial license. I am only considering making a commercial release because most people I know

tend to be short on money, and would prefer to have the tools I make commercial rather than free. I would have to put a lot of
effort into this product though, so there would be a higher price. 82157476af
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